The phase diagram of the Z2 lattice Higgs model is studied without freezing out the radial excitations.
Many efforts have been made to reveal the phase structure of the vacuum in lattice gauge models.1) Some qualitative agreements are met with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations by meanfield (MF) studies if restricted to some particular properties of the phase diagram. Several different MF approximations are proposed for each lattice gauge model resulting in different phase diagrams in general. In this paper we study the Z2 lattice Higgs model without eliminating radial excitations of the Higgs scalar. We use three MF models to study the phase structure of the vacuum clarifying the physical contents of each model.
Most investigation of lattice Higgs models have been performed at the frozen limit of the radial excitation of the Higgs scalar. Two types of MF models are studied in this limit; a unitary gauge MF model (MFl) and a gauge-unfixed model (MF2). Their results for the gauge group Z 2 2) . 3) at d=4 compared with the MC simulations triple point. Only a sophisticated variational study of Masperi and Omero 2 ) could explain both features. Exact analysis 5 ) in this limit confirms that the Higgs phase is continuously connected with the confinement phase. (Though Osterwalder and Seiler 5 ) studied the model without freezing the radial mode, their proof of the analiticity rests on the assumption that the radial excitations are sufficiently heavy.)
However Higgs field of the Weinberg-Salam theory is actually expected to have radial excitations and it will be necessary to understand the role of the radial mode to study a realistic continuum limit of the mod.el. Recently Munehisa and Munehisa 6 ) have performed MC studies of the Z2 lattice Higgs model with radial excitations using a discrete approximation of the radial mode r. They found that the first-order line between the Higgs and the confining phase extends to meet the strong coupling limit (/3g=O) for sufficiently small Higgs self-coupling. While their results rely on the approximation they used, whose descrete nature may lead to. new phase transitions, we may expect a rich phase structure of the radially active Higgs model.
In this paper we study the lattice Higgs model with radial mode with the aid of several MF approximations. We limit ourselves for simplicity to the gauge group Z2. Applications to other gauge groups such as U (1) and 5U (2) are in a subsequent paper. We have studied the three dimensional phase diagram of this model and have confirmed the result of Munehisa and Munehisa.
At the same time we tried to clarify the qualitative difference of these MF approximations (i.e., the so-called gauge-dependence). The method of MF theory is to remove correlations by replacing the interacting (especially the neighbouring) dynamical variables by their averaged values. We show however that we can incorporate modemode correlations to some extent. In case of the lattice Higgs model we have three dynamical modes; spin, radial and gauge. We have found two ways of incorporating mode-mode correlations to the MF theory; one incorporates the spin-gauge correlation and the other spin-radial. The former is the unitary gauge MF approximation (MF1) and the latter (MF2), as well as the MF approximation without any correlations (MF3), corresponds to the gauge-unfixed method at the frozen limit. Comparing the resulting phase diagrams we can study. the effect of each correlation on the vacuum.
In §2 we first study the lattice Goldstone model describing the treatment of mode-mode correlations in the MF theory. We then investigate the lattice Higgs model in § 3. Gauge transformation property of each MF approximation is studied in §4. It will be enphasized that there is a big difference between the c-number and the q-number, gauge transformations in these treatments. To clarify how to construct ourMF actions we review, in Appendix A, the variational method and slightly generalize it to the models with potential terms. We choose a trial action of the variational method with which the best approximation condition coincides with the consistency equation of the MF theory. Our choice of the MF action is shown to enable us a systematic calculation of corrections to the MF approximation so that we can study the gauge-dependence of the MF theory.3),7) § 2. Lattice Goldstone model
We first study an Euclidian Z2 Goldstone model on a d dimensional cubic lattice. The action is At large {:l the radial mode in frozen to unity and the system tends to the Ising spin model. The special choice {:l = 0 gives the Gaussian model just at the critical pointS) (free massless scalar theory).
In this section we study the phase structure of this model by means of two different MF models. The construction of an MF action depends . on the choice of dynamical variables and we will see that this enables us to study mode-mode correlations in the MF theory. Two MF models correspond to Eqs. (2·2) and (2·2') respectively.
Meanfield theory with r-S correlation
Corresponding to Eq. (2·2), consider the MF action Note that ip = 0 always satisfies Eq. (2·4). The problem is, if there is another nontrivial solution of Eq. (2·4) which minimizes the free energy rMF(ip) defined by Eq. (A·14).
In the limit {:l-HX) we may let rp2=1 and have
There is a second order transition at a=1/2d, which coincides with the well-known transition of the Ising model.*) symmetry cp -+ cp + const of the free massless scalar theory in the continuum limit.*l Equations (2·7) and (2·7') are plotted in Fig. 2 for d=4.
Meanfield theory without r-5 correlations
Regarding the radial and the spin mode as separate degrees of freedom we can construct a different MF action,
The consistency equations are (r)o= r,
where
As was explained in Introduction, Eq. (2·11) was derived to learn the effect of the r-5 correlation (on a site) to the phase structure of the vacuum. It is easy to see that Eq. (2·11) leads to in contrast with non trivial values predicted by Eq. (2·3). We show an example of r-5 correlation given by the MF model of the previous subsection in Fig. 3 .
At the first grance it may seem so artificial to study this MF model. However the generalization to the Higgs model gives an interesting example in which we find two 1.0r---.----,-~:::====T====~.., incompatible ways of incorporating modemode correlations. Another motivation to 0.8 study Eq. (2·11) is that this model may have a smoother connection with frozen models 0.6 whose radial modes r, not cp, is frozen to r = 1. We have again a trivial solution at 5=0. A 
(2-17)
Full plot of Eq. (2-15) is also given in Fig. 2 clearly showing the effect of r-5 correlation on the phase diagram in small /3 region where the radial excitation becomes active. The phase transition of the Goldstone model is caused by the condensation of 5.
(Radial mode enters the order parameter only just at /3=0.) At small /3, r is allowed to approach the origin and then the symmetrization of states may become easier. The domain of the disordered phase is actually wider at small /3. This effect of r itself remains even if the r-5 correlation was switched off since r enters the effective external field of the spin sector.
As will be seen by Fig. 2 , only the symmetric phase is allowed at /3=0 if the r-5 correlation was switched off. Actually the symmetry 9' ~ 9' + const is broken in this MF model at /3=0. Remember that the MF model of §2.1 retains this symm~try. The r-5 correlation seems to be essential to keep this feature at /3 = 0 in MF approximations and thus the model of §2.1 will be a better approximation at least in the small /3 region. § 3_ Lattice Higgs model N ow we study a Z2 Higgs model,
where V(r) is defined in Eq. (2-n), Uij=±l, 5i=±1, ri;;;;;'O and P is a plaquette. MC study of this model is performed at the frozen limit (/3 ~ (0) in Ref. 4 ) and at finite /3 but using a discrete radial mode approximation in Ref. 6 ). At a=O, Uij and ri5i are decoupled from each other and the dualitylO) of the gauge action at d=4 predicts a phase transition line at /3g=(1/2)ln(1 +/2} At /3g=oo, U il is frozen to the pure gauge configuration, Uij= UiUj, and rewriting ui5i as 5i we find the Goldstone model studied in the previous section. We have three modes ri, 5i and Uij in this model and can construct several different MF models with correlations. Using the general notation of Appendix A, we shall introduce an MF sourc~ term as J.:xKxfA 9') in order to include a correlation of the form fX< rp) of· fields rpx. This will provide another MF model if the transformation of the dynamical variables rpx -+ rpx' = /x( rp ) does not make the action and the integration measure so complicated that the actual calculation becomes difficult. In this section we study three MF approximations of Eq. (3·1).
(MFl) The unitary gauge MF model is constructed by introducing the MF source term Kr+kU where Uij=SiUijSj is the gauge field in the unitary gauge. The transformation Uij-+ Uij induces no complication since it is just a gauge transformation. The summation over 5 i simply gives a constant term -ln2 to the free energy and we discard it. We understand this MF model includes the U-S correlation.
(MF2) We can obtain in the r-S correlation as in §2.1 by introducing the MF source term Krp+kU where rpi= riSi. This model coincides with the MF model of §2.1 at [3g=oo and reproduces the phase diagram of that model. On the other hand at [3 = 00, rp2 is frozen to unity .and this model becomes the gauge-unfixed MF model of the frozen limit.
(MF3) The crudest MF approximation of Higgs model is obtained by the MF source term Kr+kU +xS with which we incorporate no correlations among three modes. This MF model tends to that of §2.2 as [3g-+oo and again the gauge-unfixed MF model as [3-+00. Comparing these results with those of models (MFl) and (MF2), we canleam the effects of r-S and U-S correlations.
These MF models are analysed in the rest of this section. The problem of gauge dependence of these MF models is discussed in §4. Though we study mainly at d=4 it is easy to translate our results to arbitrary d since the d-dependence is rather simple in the MF theory.
1. Meanfield theory with U-S correlation
We first study the unitary gauge MF model. By means of a gauge transformation Uij -+ Uij=SiUijSj we can gauge out the spin mode Si from the action (3·2)
As is seen explicitly, no freedom of gauge transformations is left except just at a=O. Actually the unitary gauge formalism is a singlet formulation of the theory.
The MF action we study is
where we have assumed the translational invariance of the MF vacuum and set r i = rand Uij = U as usual. The consistency equations are
r=Zr- (Fig. 1 ) So far as the end point is concerned this MF model yields almost correct result, especially, of /3g. Since the radial mode will not provide other order parameters except just at /3=0 and /3g=oo as in the Goldstone model discussed in §2, we may expect that the above feature of the unitary gauge MF model is retained also at finite /3.
Since the first order phase transition appears in the phase diagra~ we have to study the free energy.3) (3) (4) (5) (6) where the entropy terms ro U and ro rare The free phase will be recovered by corrections 7 ) over the "gauge orbit" of Du.
2. Meanfield theory with r-S correlation
In the unitary gauge MF model, the free phase does not appear since the spin mode is suppressed at large /3g. Now we study another MF models in which the spin mode is separated out from the gauge mode and thus will survive at large flg in spite of the ansatz Ui i = U. We first study an MF model with r-S correlation in this subsection. «(f!i=riS;)
where we have assumed the translational invariance of the MF vacuum. The consistency equations are
The free energy is
where rou is given by Eq. (3'7a) and and (2'7') of the Goldstone model respectively. For (3g~/3gC, performing a similar study to that in §3.1 we find a first order critical surface of Fig. 6 . See also Fig. 4 . This surface meets the second order critical surface by a triple line (the dot-dashed line in Figs. 5 and 6 ), which is expressed by Eqs. (3·14) and (3·14') with (3g=(3/ (tJ *= tJ *«(3/)=0.99"'). Contrary to the results ofthe unitary gauge MF model (MFl), first order critical surface reaches (3g=O even at (3==. In gaugeunfixed MF model (MF2) spin mode is introduced as independent degree of freedom of gauge mode. For small (3g« (39C)rMF(tJ, ip) is monotone-increasing in tJ but is monotone-decreasing in ip (of coures r MF goes infinity at tJ = 1, ip = = ). Then r MF could have a nontrivial minimum for appropriate large a besides the trivial one (tJ = ip = 0.) Therefore owing to the symmetry breaking effect of spin mode first order transition occurs for small (3g (even at (3g=O). This situation is not changed at (3==. We have studied the lattice Higgs model making use of three MF approximations of it. The disagreement of the resulting phase diagrams among them will be corrected by higher order calculations of corrections 3
Meanfield theory without correlations
).1l) to the MF approximation reviewd in Appendix A. These corrections restore the correlations discarded in the MF approximation. We have shown, however, that even in the zeroth order MF approximation we can study the effect of mode-mode correlations to some extent. At /3.=00 the two MF models (the unitary gauge MF model (MF1) and the gaugeunfixed one (MF2» succeed only partially.2),3) The MF1 can reproduce the end point of the first order confining-Higgs transition line but not the transition line between the Higgs and the free phase. On the contrary, the MF2 reproduces the free phase but not the end point.
We can understand this result as follows; The MF1 includes the gauge-spin mode correlation, which restricts the symmetry breaking effect of spin mode and restore the symmetry. While this model has no explicit mean field variable, for spin mode, the symmetry breaking effect for the Higgs-free phase transition is lacking. The MF2 is quite opposite.
Therefore we can adopt the results of MFI and MF2 with regard to the moving of the end point of the confining-Higgs phase transition line and the Higgs-free phase transition respectively. Combining these MF results properly, we can reproduce the true phase diagram.
On the other hand, we have seen that the radial mode introduces no new phase structures except just at [3=0. The radial mode itself does not cause any drastic changes iri order parameters at finite [3 and it only shifts the effective coupling constants of the spin system. Therefore we may apply the prescription made at [3 = Fig. 7 . Actually this result is consistent with that given by the MC simulation. 6l (In our parametrization of coupling constants the first order transition line between the Higgs and the confining phase does not simply extends to meet the [3g=O line as we reduce [3. There is a region, [3 ~ 3, where this first order transition consists of two separate lines. But the property that the confining-Higgs transition line reaches [3g=O line for sufficiently small [3 is the same as the result by MC simulation. See Fig. 4 .) This specific difference of the phase diagram compared with the radially fixed model is due to contribution of radial degree of freedom to gauge field.*l Perturbative calculations of correction to the MF result can only shift first order transitions and will be difficult to add (deny) some phase structures failed (overpredicted) in the lowest order MF study**l because of the analytic nature of these calculations. In order to obtain a qualitatively correct phase diagram, we may have to lise other methods (again the MF/ 3 l for example) to the effective theory of cbrrections. We are currently trying to reproduce the full phase diagram of frozen Zz Higgs model along this direction. 14l
Some comments on the gauge transformation property of the MF theory are in order. As the formulation of gauge theories on lattice is gauge-independent so is the resulting phase diagram. Actually in MC studies 4l each phase is characterized by vacuum expectation values of singlet variables <0> and < (f> at the frozen limit where 0 is the plaquette variable II Uij, and These vacuum expectation values can be expressed by derivatives of the free energy in terms of coupling constants. We can see a phase transition by a sudden change of the free energy. (In the following we restrict our arguments to the frozen limit for simplicity.)
Results of MF models studied in §3 are consistent with this characterization. In the unitary gauge MF model of §3.1 the free phase is shrunk and Higgs: < 0> ~ 1 , Conf.: <O>~o.
Since spatial correlations are removed in MF approximations it is easy to see that <0> =< 0>4. As was noted in §3.1 this MF model is based on a singlet formulation of the theory.
In gauge-unfixed models of § §3.2 and 3.3
Higgs: < U>~ 1, <S>~I,
Conf.: <U>~O, <S>~o,
Free:
<U>~I, (S>~o, and <0>=< U>\ < 0>=< U><S>2. As was discussed by Brezin and Drouffe 3 ) the apparent conflict with Elitzur's theorem I5 ) in these MF models is restored by averaging the results over the gauge orbit. This prescription is found in the treatment of corrections to the MF theory. The gauge was actually fixed in these MF models through the assumption of the translational invariance of au and Si. However, since the formulation of these MF models is invariant under a simultaneous c-number gauge tamsformation of (Ui), S;) and (aij,S;), it is easy to see that any gauge transformation of (ai), Si)= (a,S) also satisfies the consistency equation if (a,S) does. This is the gauge degeneracy of the vacuum. According to the prescription of Brezin and Drouffe,3) the free energy acquires an extra term -ln2 and the gauge-invariant expectation values <0> and < 0> are unchanged.
This statement cannot be applied to q-number gauge transformations as (Uij, Si) --. ( Oil, 1) . The MF models are not invariant under this transformation and thus the MF vacuum is not degenerate along this direction.*) Actually we have found different phase diagram of the unitary gauge MF model from that of §3.2.
We have studied a Z2 Higgs model. Applications to other gauge groups such as U (1) and SU (2) are studied in the following paper.
I6 )
We can expect a phase diagram similar toFig. 7 for U (1) Higgs model. The second order edge of the first order critical surface *) Regarding the MF theory as a linear approximation of quantum modes for the kinetic term in the background field method, it is rather easy to see that the q-number gauge transformed version of an MF model incorporates higher order q-number terms discarded in the original MF model. The condition that the background field should satisfy the equation of motion, i.e. that the quantum modes should have vanishing vacuum expectation value, corresponds to the consistency equation of the MF theory.
between the Higgs and the confinement phase will reach the flg = 0 plane. While it is necessary to study the renormalization group in the MF theory, it may provide a possibilit.y of the continuum limit at the strong coupling limit.
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In this appendix we review the connection 3 ),Il) between a variational method and the MF theory and generalize this connection to models with potential terms. The variational method is based on the convexity of the exponential function, <eA>~ e<A>. where we have used the relation sP = dW */ dJ at the best approximation point and N is the number of sites. The vacuum is defined as the minimum of r MF which corresponds to the best approximation point for J = 0 as will be easily verified by Eqs. (A ·10) and (A '14).
The value of rMF off the minimum has no particular physical meanings and thus we can set sP = 'P. Major analysis is made on the phase structure of the vacuum so we set J = 0 in the text. Note that such a simple treatment is not allowed for the pure source action So=Krp, since we cannot write down < VArpx»o in terms of (ft.
Our trial action Eq. (A· 6) is also required to compute the corrections to the MF approximation systematically. The method of Refs. 3) and 11) can be extended to cases with potentials. The basic tool is
1= ![de/>]o(e/>-rp)= ![de/>dK]eU-K)«(>-<P).
Inserting this formula we have
Z(J)= ![drp]exp{S(rp)+ ]rp} = ![drpde/>dK]exp{T(e/> )+(J -K)e/>-~Vx(rpx)+ Krp}
where Wo is defined as before. (If rp is a gauge field, we shall be careful that de/> is not restricted to the Haar measure.) The saddle point approximation of this expression is
given by e/ > = (ft == aWol aK and Eq. (A·ll). We can calculate corrections to this approximation by integrating over e/ > and K.
We have assum~d Eq. (A ·2) so far. Before ending this appendix we shall loosen this limitation. 'Equation (A· 2) is not satisfied in several cases such as the mixed fundamental-adjoint action of the non-Abelian gauge theories and extended Higgs actions with adjoint or higher charge Higgs field. When the kinetic term is up to quadratic for rpx as in these examples, we may consider the following trial action in place of Eq. (A ·6). Then we can write down < T>o in terms of (ftx and itJx==<rpx 2 >0=aWo/aLx. 2 ) and Lx= -1/ 2( itJx-(ftx 2 ).
The best approximation condition is

Kx=]x+aT( (ft, itJ)/a(ftx,
Lx=aT/aitJx .
Corrections to this approximation can be calculated as in Eq. (A ·16) using Eq. (A ·15) and another identity to theories satisfying Eq. (A· 2), we of course find Eqs. (A·11) and (A ·16) again.) It will be easy to generalize the treatment for wider class of actions. Though the method is limited to regions of K, L,.·· where the Jacobian is non-vanishing, we expect they are sufficient to study the vacuum.
, Note that even for such general actions we can use 50=Krp if we are interested only in the variational study of the model. In this case, however, it is difficult to reproduce the best approximation condition as a saddle point equation because of the lack of, e.g., d
2 WO(K)/dK 2 in the latter, and thus will be difficult to calculate corrections to this approximation. (We can lead Eq. (A ·13) if we could perform the Legendre transformation explicitly, while it will still be difficult to understand the physical meaning where ~=<rp>o. Though we limit ourselves here to the particularMF model of §2.1 the argument can be easily modified for applications to the MF models studied in this paper.
We set] = 0 and assume the translational invariance of the vacuum. Equation (A· 14 ) reads (B·2) where N is the number of sites and T(~)/N=ad~2/2. Equations (A·8') and (A·12) shall be read respectively 
